You might be thinking, “Jason, this is so extra. Like, you’ve been extra before, but this is next-level extra.” And you’d be right. This is extra, and I wasted a lot of time doing this that I definitely should’ve spent getting my life together, but tbh my life is a lost cause at this point, so do I even care?

Nah, fam.

I probably need an intervention.

Thank you guys for a really smooth night! This was probably the most stress-free night I’ve had heading the desk yet. It’s still 8:34, though, so that might change.

Overall, the edits were great. As you’ll see, the only notes I had were for small, nitpicky things. That’s all I have to say for now, so I’ll just put in filler text for the rest of this page.

Update: We made deadline!

“Barely. It was all hands on deck for a while, with everyone doing a part. The pull quote in the middle is obviously not accurate anymore. Thanks, y’all, for all you guys’ help!

Against each other, and washed by each other’s tears. At least, I suppose the weeping was on both sides; as it seemed Heathcliff could weep on a great occasion like this.

I grew very uncomfortable, meanwhile; for the afternoon wore fast away, the man whom I had sent off returned from his errand, and I could distinguish, by the shine of the western sun up the valley, a concourse thickening outside Gimmerton chapel porch.

‘Service is over,’ I announced. ‘My master will be here in half an hour.’

Heathcliff groaned a curse, and strained Catherine closer:
People’s Years
Don’t take the directory’s answer for granted for sophomores, juniors and seniors! Many students have more credit hours than their actual classification. In this instance, the author looked on the directory and saw the student was classified as a sophomore when he was really a freshman. I know this because Denn ran for first-year representative last semester, which must mean that he’s still a freshman now. I texted the author and he confirmed with Denn that he is a freshman. Check with an outside source (e.g. social media, LinkedIn) and/or text the author to confirm that the source stated their year in an interview.

Names
Please make sure names are spelled correctly! I miss edits like this all the time, though, so it’s like the pot calling my future prospects black or something whatever

Hyphens and adjectives
Please see the appropriate AP Style entry for more details. built-in seat, short- and long-term care, nonacademic

Reminder about titles
I found attributions mixed with titles in a weird format multiple times today. Correct: "..." Onyx President Harris said. More title rules are in the Texan House Style Guide.

Acronyms
Let’s keep these to a minimum unless they’re widely known (think NASA, CMHC, ADHD). Terms such as single transferable voting or Austin State Hospital should not be shortened unless in a quote.

City, University
Capitalize “City” when it is referring to the City of Austin government as an institution, and “University” when it is referring to UT. In the examples to the right, “city” should be capitalized in the bottom instance and remain lowercase in the top.

Yay, good stuff!

There were quite a few good catches tonight! The factchecking overall was really superb, and some authors really got GOT. Y’all noticed details like “that” vs. “which.” Remember, though, to check the spellings of places and events if they’re even a little suspicious!
Have an awesome week

LOVE Y’ALL